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Abstract 
Using a configuration-space approach, this paper de- 
velops a coordinate invariant Znd order mobility index 
for a body, €3, in frictionless contact with finger bodies 
d1,. , dk. The index captures the inherent mobility 
of B in an equilibrium grasp due to 2nd order, or sur- 
face curvature, effects. It differentiates between grasps 
which are deemed equivalent by the classical lSt order 
theories, but are physically different. In a companion 
paper we discuss applications and provide physical jus- 
tification for using 2nd order immobility effects. 
1 Introduction 
We analyze the mobility of a body, B, in frictionless 
contact with finger bodies dl,. , dk. Traditionally, 
the mobility of bodies in contact has been studied us- 
ing lSt order theories that  are based on instantaneous 
notions of force and velocity. For example, Ohwovoriole 
and Roth [6] describe the relative motions of bodies in 
contact via Screw Theory, which is a lSt order theory. 
Using 1“ order notions, Reuleaux (1876) [7], Somoff 
(1900) [12], Mishra et. a1 (1987) [5], and Markenscoff 
et. a1 (1990) [3], derived bounds on the number of fric- 
tionless point-fingers required for force closure, which is 
one means to  immobilize an object. However, the “max- 
imal” and “minimal” 3-finger frictionless grasps shown 
in Fig.s l(a) and l (b)  illustrate why lst order theories 
are often inadequate in practice. lSt order theories indi- 
cate that  both grasps possess one instantaneous degree 
of mobility, though intuition dictates that the object is 
immobilized in the minimal grasp. 
The source of deficiency in the lSt order theories is 
that relative mobility is n o t  a n  inf ini tes imal  not ion,  but 
a local one.  One must consider the local motions of the 
object, not,only the tangential aspects of the motions, 
as employed by lst order theories. In [9] we described 
a novel configuration-space based approach for analyz- 
ing the mobility of bodies in contact. The work in [9] 
also introduced the new concept of 2nd order mobility 
analysis, and a novel coordinate invariant 2nd order mo- 
bility index for 2-finger grasps. The index measures the 
effective mobility of a grasped object due to 2nd order, 
or surface curvature, effects. 
This paper generalizes the 2nd order mobility index of 
[9] from 2 fingers to k fingers. To our knowledge, this is 
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Figure 1. (a) maximal 3-finger equilibrium grasp (b) min- 
imal 3-finger grasp 
the first complete second order mobility analysis to ap- 
pear in the literature. The 2nd order analysis of rolling 
kinematics for an object undergoing roll-slide contact 
with two fingers has appeared in [lo]. lat and 2nd order 
considerations have appeared in work by Trinkle et. a1 
[13, 141. Their work, however, is concerned with stabil- 
ity criteria for contacting bodies under the influence of 
gravity, and is only tangentially related to our problem. 
Importantly, the 2nd mobility order index developed 
below differentiates between alternative grasps having 
the same number of fingers. For example, it determines 
that the object in Fig. l(a) is not immobilized, while 
it is completely immobilized in Fig. l (b) .  This new 
analysis tool suggests that  2nd order effects can be used 
to immobilize a grasped object with fewer fingers than 
predicted by the lst order theories. Applications of this 
insight for multi-fingered grasp planning and workpiece 
fixturing is discussed in the companion paper. 
2 Codguration Space Terminology 
A rigid object, €3, is located in an n-dimensional physi- 
cal space, W = Rn (n = 2 or 3), amidst rigid obstacles 
d1, ..., dk. We interpret these obstacles as “finger bod- 
ies” and typically assume that they are stationary. The 
fingers contact B with fnc t ion less  contact and can de- 
liver any force in the direction normal to the boundary 
of U. Points on U, when expressed in U’s body coordi- 
nates, are denoted T .  Points in W are denoted x. Every 
rigid placement of B in W is described by the forward 
kinematics  map:  
z = X(T,  (d,  R ) )  = RT + d.  
We use a configuration-space (c-space) based ap- 
proach to  analyze the mobility of B about its con- 
tact configuration with the fingers. For the prob- 
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lems addressed in this paper, one can focus on the c- 
space of B, rather than the composite c-space of the 
k + 1 r$id bodies. B's c-space is the smooth manifold 
C = R x SO(n), where SO(n) is the group of rota- 
tions of R". SO(3)  is parametrized by 8 E R3, via 
the exponential map parametrization, where 2 = O/ll8ll 
is the axis of rotation, and ll8ll is the angle of rota- 
tion [4]. We regard SO(2) as a subgroup of SO(3)  with 
rotation a x i s  3 normal to the plane. The translation, 
d ,  is parametrized by R3. Thus C is parametrized by 
R", where m = )n(n + 1). Points in Rm are de- 
noted q = ( d , 8 ) ,  where d is the translation and 8 is 
the parametrization of SO(n). The forward kinematics 
map is thus written X(r ,q ) .  B(q )  denotes the subset of 
W occupied by B when its configuration is q. 
Given a finger body d, c R", its correspond- 
ing c-space obstacle, denoted Cd,, is the set of 
all configurations q such that B(q)  intersects d,: 
CA,  = { q  E R" : B(q)  nd, # 0). The boundary of 
Cd,, denoted Si, consists of those configurations q 
where the surfaces of B ( q )  and d, touch each other, 
while their interiors are disjoint. We assume that 
each Si is smooth. The free configuration space (or 
freespace), F, is the space that remains after remov- 
ing all of the c-obstacle interiors from C. Admissible 
motions of B are thus curves in 3. If there are k fin- 
gers holding B, the object configuration, qo, lies on the 
boundary of 3, at the intersection of the c-obstacle 
boundaries, qo E ni,, Si. 
A 
k 
3 
The mobility theory introduced in 191 is based on the 
concept of the free motions of B. Let B be held by k 
stationary and frictionless fingers A, , dk. The free 
motions of B are those local motions along which €3 ei- 
ther breaks away from or roll-slides on the surface of the 
fingers. More precisely, let qo be B's configuration, and 
let 2) be a small m-dimensional ball centered at qo. The 
free motions are c-space paths that emanate from qo and 
lie in D n 3. The let order (i.e. tangents and tangent 
hyperplanes) and 2"d order (i.e. curvatures and curva- 
ture forms) properties of these paths and the c-obstacle 
boundaries can be directly related to  the mobility of 
B at qo. The le* order properties of these curves can 
be related to  other well known let order theories, such 
as Screw Theory. We cast these notions in a c-space 
framework, as this new interpretation is the basis for 
the novel consideration of 2nd and higher order aspects 
of mobility. 
To make this key concept precise and to  aid in the 
physical understanding of this mobility theory, we in- 
troduce the following signed distance function. I t  mea- 
sures the distance of a configuration point q from S i ,  
and is a convenient representation of rigidity in c-space, 
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Figure 2. The la* order approximation to the free motions 
of B at QO. &(O) and p(0)  are 1'* order roll-slide motions. 
a(t) locally lies in F, P(t)  locally lies in the c-obstacle. 
where d s t ( q , S i )  is the Euclidean distance of q from Si 
in c-space. Note that di(q0) = 0 when B contacts A,. 
The unit normal to  Si at qo ,  ointing outward with 
respect to CA, ,  is denoted iii(q0P. 
3.1 let Order Free Motions 
Let a(t)  be a c-space path such that a(0) = qo ,  qo E Si, 
and let dr(0) = q. The let order free motions are related 
to the following first-order Taylor expansion of di along 
a(t): 
(d i  0 a) ( t )  = di(q0)  + (Vdi(q0)  . q)t + 0(t2). 
First note that d . (  ) = 0, since qo E Si. Second, it can 
be shown that llVdi q o )  I = 1 for the Euclidean distance 
to  the unit normal i i i(q0) (Figure 2). Thus: 
(11 [p. 661. It can '3 so L e verified that Vdi (q0 )  is equal 
( d i  0 a) ( t )  = ( i i ( q 0 )  . q)t + 0 ( t 2 ) .  (2) 
(A formula for i i i (q0)  is provided by Theorem 1 below.) 
Definition 1 (191) Let B be in contact with at con- 
figuration qo. The let order free motions of B at qo 
is the set (halfspace of TqoRm) 
A MiO(C&) = (4 E TqoRm : i i i(q0) . 4 2 0 ) .  
The halfspace's boundary, { q  E TqolRm : i i i ( q 0 )  . q = 0 } ,  
is called the set of ldt order roll-slide motions. Its 
interior, {cj E TqoR" : i i i (q0)  * Q > 0 } ,  is termed the set 
of le* order escape motions. For k fingers, 
Mio(Cdl,...,Cdk) 2 n Mio(Cd,)  k 
i=l 
(we shall use Mio for Mio (Cd1,.  a , Cdk)). 
It can be shown [9] that  Mio is coordinate invariant. 
Given two parametrizations of the same c-space, q and 
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q, let Qo be the parametrization of qo in the 4 coordi- 
nates, and let denote objects in the q-space. - Then 
q E Mio(Cdl ,..., C d h )  iff 6 E M $ o ( a l , . . - , C d k ) .  
The lst order free motions also admit the following ge- 
ometrical interpretation. If q E Mlo(Cd,) is a iSt or- 
der escape motion, its corresponding path, a( t )  with 
a(0) = 0 and &(O) = q,  locally lies in the freespace, for 
all t E ~ O , E ] ,  for some E > 0. That is, B(a(t  ) locally 
derivatives of a(t). If q E Mio(Cd,) is a lst order roll- 
slide motion, it is not possible to  determine from (2 if 
a(t)  locally lies in the freespace or if it  enters Cd,. Lor 
example, the curves a( t )  and p(t) in Fig. 2 have the 
same lSt order roll-slide motion, yet a(t)  locally lies in 
the freespace, while p( t )  does not. 
breaks away from d,, no matter the value o f t  h e higher 
3.2 2nd Order Free Motions 
We now consider the 2nd order characteristics of the 
free-motion curves, as these lead to  our novel 2nd order 
mobility theory. Let a(t)  be a smooth c-space path such 
that  a(0) = qo, &(O) = q,  and &(O) = q. The 2nd order 
free motions are related to  the following second-order 
Taylor expansion of d; along a(t):  
(d i  0 a)( t )  = di(q0) + (Vdi(q0) * 4)t 
( A i ( q 0 )  . q)t + +(iTD2di(qo)q + i i i ( q 0 ) .  q)tz + 0 ( t 3 ) ,  
(3) 
++(qTD2di(qo)q + vdi(qo) . i ) t 2  + 0 ( t 3 )  = 
since d;(qo) = 0 and Vdi(q0) = iii(q0). If iii(q0) . q > 0 
i.e., when q is a lst order escape motion, the linear 
term in (3) locally determines the sign of (d i  o a)( t ) .  
The 2nd order term affects the sign of (di  o a) ( t )  only 
when &(O) = q lies in T,,Si i.e., when q is a lst order 
roll-slide motion. Since Vdi(q) = i i i (q)  for all q E Si, 
qTD2di(qo)q = 4T[Dii;(qo)]4 for all q E T,,Si. The 
quadratic form q'[Diii(qo)]q in ( 3 )  is the curvature form 
of Si at . An expression for the curvature form was 
given in h. 
It is clear from (3) that  the free-motion curves are 
determined to 2nd order by their velocity and accelera- 
tion at qo. The collection ( q o , i , q )  of all velocities and 
accelerations of paths a(t)  such that  a(0) = qo is called 
the 2nd je t  space of C = R" at qo, and is denoted JioC 
1.  
Definition 2 ([g]) The 2nd order free motions of B 
at qo is the subset of (4,q) in JioC satisfying 
A Mio(Cd,) = { ( q , q )  E J i o C :  i i i ( q o ) . q  = 0 and 
i T [ ~ f i i ( q o ) ] q  + f i i ( q 0 )  * q L 01- 
Analogous to the Ist Order case, pairs (q ,q )  that satisfy 
; l i ( q o ) . i  = 0 and qTIDiii(qO)]q+ii;(qo).q = 0 are called 
'J2C = U, J i C ,  called the Znd jet bundle of C, is a "two- 
tiered" vector bundle: every q is a base point for a fiber of points 
(q ,< )  E lR"' x Rm, and every ( q , Q )  is a base point for the fiber 
of q E Rm. 
Znd order roll-slide motions, and the other pairs in 
Mio(Cd,) are termed 2nd order escape motions.  FOT 
k fingers, 
Mio(Cdl, ..., C d k )  6 n Mio(Cd,). 
Any lst order escape motion is automatically free to 2nd 
order. Thus, our definition of 2nd order free motions 
focuses on those free-motion curves that are lst order 
roll-slide motions. The 2nd order free motions possess 
the following two important properties. First, they are 
coordinate invariant. Given two parametrizations of the 
same c-space, q and q as mentioned above, we have that  
(q,i)EMio(Cdl ,.., C d k )  iff ( ~ , ~ ) E M $ ~ ( C A I  ,.., m k ) .  
Mio has the following geometrical interpretation. If 
(q,i) E Mio(C&) is a Pd order escape motion, its 
corresponding path, a( t )  with a(0) = 4 0 ,  &(O) = 4, 
&(O) = q,  locally lies in the freespace, for all t E [0, E], 
for some E > 0. If ( 4 , q )  E Mio(C&) is a 2nd order roll- 
slide motion it is not possible to determine from (3) if 
a(t)  locally lies in T or if it enters C A .  
k 
i=l 
4 Relevant Rigid Body Dynamics 
The real-world forces acting on B due to  finger contacts 
are denoted Fl(q), ..., Fk(xk), where zi is the contact 
point between d, and B. These forces give rise to  a 
net generalized wrench acting in B's c-space, which we 
denote as w ( q ;  F1, - , F k ) .  The change in B's kinetic 
energy due to  such forces is [9]: 
(4) 
where the kinetic energy, K ,  is given by K(q ,q )  = 
iqTM(q)q ,  where M ( q )  is the mxm inertia matrix of B. 
We neglect potential energy effects, such as gravity, and 
assume that the wrench w is generated solely by finger 
forces. Eq. (4) leads to the interpretation of wrenches 
as covectors i.e., linear functions w : T,R" + R map- 
ping velocity vectors q to scalars K = w - q ,  representing 
the work done by the force. 
Theorem 1 below relates the net wrench on B to the 
geometry of the fingers' c-obstacles. It is well known, 
and is based on the following virtual work principal [ 111. 
Let Xr(q) = X ( T ,  q )  denote the forward kinematics map 
when T IS kept fixed on B, while on1 
where T ;  is the description of the contact point x ;  in B's 
body coordinates. 
Theorem 1 ( 9 ) The wrench due to a single-finger 
contact force J ; ) x i )  acting on B ( q )  is: 
varies. Then 
w ( q ,  ~ i )  * 4 = Fi(xi> . Xiqq), ( 5 )  
w ( q ,  ~ i )  = [ D x r ; ( q ) l T ~ i ( ~ i ) ,  (6) 
where DX,,(q) = %X,.,(q), and w(q,Fi) is written as 
a column vector. If Fi(xi) is normal to the surface of 
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B(q at zi and is pushing into B ( q ) ,  then w is normal 
to B i ,  pointing outward with respect to Cd, (Figure 2 ) :  
w(q,Fi)  = xifii(q) for X i  2 0. 
More generully, i f  k 2 1 fingers push on B(q)  with nor- 
of the tangent hyperplanes to the individual finger c- 
obstacles, and is given by  
, - ' - ,Fk(zk), the net wrench w is 
e subspace generated b y  intersection 
k k 
w(q; .... F k )  = w(q, Fi) = Ai8i(q) x i  2 0. 
i=l  i= 1
At a k-fingered equilibrium grasp the net wrench on B 
must be zero. From Theorem 1 we get: 
Corollary 4.1 Let k fingers pwh on B with normal 
forces Fl(t1 ..... F k ( z k ) ,  while B is at configuration 
able choice of the finger force magnitudes ifl zero lies in 
the convex hull of i i l (qo) ,  .... f i k ( q o ) ,  
for X I ,  .... x k  such that xi 2 0 and 
qo .  QO can b e made an equilibrium grasp by  suit- 
0 = X l f i l ( q 0 )  + * "  + xkfik(qO),  (7) 
x i  = 1. 
5 The Mobility Index of k-Fingered Grasps 
A mobility index 191 is an integer-valued function that  
measures the mobility, or effective number of degrees of 
freedom, of B when held in an equilibrium grasp. First, 
in Section 5.1, we limit our analysis t o  non-redundant 
finger arrangements (though the ensuing results can be 
extended to  include redundant finger arrangements). In 
Section 5.2 we review the fact that  the l"* mobility 
index is identical for all k-fingered equilibrium grasps. 
The inability of lat order theories t o  differentiate be- 
tween the mobility of grasps which are intuitively dif- 
ferent motivates our development of the 2nd order mo- 
bility index in Section 5.3. This index captures the 
mobility of B,  taking the bodies' surface curvature into 
consideration. Throughout this section B is held at a 
frictionless equilibrium grasp by fingers d 1 , .  . d k ,  at 
configuration qo. 
5.1 Essential Finger Arrangements 
It will be convenient to restrict attention only to  the 
following generic equilibrium grasps, termed essential. 
Definition 3 A finger d, is essential to the grasp i f  
its force is necessary to maintain the equilibrium. I.e., 
i f  its c-obstacle normal f i i (q0) i s  necessary for spanning 
the origin in (7).  
The next lemma guarantees the uniqueness of the Xi's. 
The proofs of the next two lemmas are given in [8]. 
Lemma 5.1 X I ,  .... X k  in (7) are non-zero and unique 
ifF the fingers d 1 ,  .... d k  are all essential. 
4-+=Fmq&L ................,................ ............... 
............... A 
............... 
................,................ 
Figure 3. (a) non-essential equilibrium arrangement (b) an 
essential one 
Thus, once the position of the fingers relative to 
B is fixed in an essential equilibrium arrangement, 
the Ai's depend only on the finger c-obstacle normals 
{fi l(qo),  .... f i k  n o ) } ,  which are fixed for a given contact 
arrangement. Iv e will also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2 If all the k fingers participating in the 
equilibrium grasp are essential, then any collection of 
k - 1 finger c-obstacle normals from ( i l ( q o ) ,  .... & ( q o ) }  
is linearly independent. 
Remark: It follows from the lemma that k fingers 
are all essential only for k 5 m + 1 fingers i.e., k 5 4 
for planar grasps and k 5 7 for 3D grasps. There is 
no problem with this upper bound, as we shall see that 
generic finger arrangements involving k 2 m + 1 fingers 
completely immobilize B due to I"* order effects. 
The equilibrium grasp shown in Fig. 3(a) is an exam- 
ple of a non-essential finger arrangement, since the equi- 
librium can be maintained with a single antipodal pair. 
Fig. 3(b) illustrates the notion that essential finger ar- 
rangements are generic. That is, for a non-essential 
equilibrium arrangement with k 5 m + 1 fingers, al- 
most any equilibrium arrangement obtained by small 
movement of the fingers about B becomes essential. We 
henceforth consider only equilibrium grasps with essen- 
tial finger arrangements. 
5.2 All Ic-Fingered Grasps have the Same lS t  
Order Mobility Index 
According to Definition 1, B's Id* order free motions lie 
in the intersection of the individual I"* order free mo- 
tion halfspaces that are associated with the k contacting 
finger bodies. 
Proposition 5.3 ([9]) The la* order free motions of 
B at an equilibrium, Mio,  form a subspace of TpoRm, 
given by  the intersection of the tangent hypeqdanes to 
the finger c-obstacles: 
k 
q0 = n T,,s~. 
i=l  
If all the fingers are essential for the equilibrium, the 
dimension of Mio is m - k + 1, where m = 3 or 6. By 
definition, Mio = { 0 }  when m - k + 1 < 0. 
The only ldt order free motions of B a t  an equilibrium 
grasp are l"* order roll-slide motions with respect to 
every finger. The lbt order mobility index of an 
equilibrium grasp is defined as the dimension of Mio: 
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(8) 
A mio = max(0,m - k + I}. 
mio is coordinate invariant ,  a fact that  follows from the 
coordinate invariance of the lst order free motions. A 
key fact expressed by (8) is that  mio is identical f o r  
all k-fingered grasps. For example, the 3-finger grasps 
in Fig. 1 have the same lst order mobility index of 
unity (since m = k = 3). Only the 2nd order index 
introduced in the next section differentiates between 
grasps involving the same number of fingers. 
5.3 
At the equilibrium configuration qo, the c-obstacle 
boundaries intersect each other, qo E nf=l Si. More- 
over, the lSt order free motions of B are Mio = 
ntzl TqoSi. The second-order geometry of each S, at 
qo is captured by its curvature form: 
The 2nd Order Mobility Index 
Ki(qO, 4) = qTD2di(qo)q = QTDfii(qo)Q 4 E TqoSi, 
We now use the Xi's in the equilibrium condition (7) to 
define a weighted sum of the fingers' c-space curvature 
forms. 
Definition 4 L e t  XI, ..., X k  be the  coef ic ients  of the  
equilibrium equat ion (7) .  T h e  c-space relative dis- 
tance of a n  equilibrium grasp is the  real-valued f u n c t i o n  
drel defined by  
T h e  c-space relative curvature f o r m  f o r  the equi- 
l ibr ium grasp is the  quadratic f o r m :  
drel(q) '.xldl(q) + - 0 -  + x k d k ( q ) .  
k 
A T 2  
K r e l ( q O , i )  = Q d r e l ( q o ) i  = x i K i ( q o , q ) ,  
i=l 
s u c h  tha t  q E Mio .  
drel and are well defined since the Xi's depend only 
on the geometrical arrangement of the fingers with re- 
spect to  B (by the essential grasp assum tion). Since 
f i i ( q 0 )  = Vdi(q0) for all i, we have from (75 that 
Hence drel has a critical po in t  at qo .  We shall see below 
that  this guarantees the desired coordinate invariance. 
But first let us define the 2nd order mobility index. 
Definition 5 T h e  2nd order mobil i ty  index of a n  
equilibrium, denoted mio,  is the number of non- 
negative eigenvalues of  the  c-space relative cur- 
v d r e l ( q 0 )  = xlVdl(q0) + + A k v d k ( q 0 )  = 0. 
vature, D2dre1(q0) ,  at  q o .  
The relative curvature is defined on Mio. Hence mio,  
is an upper bound on the possible values of mio i.e., 
0 5 mio 5 mio.  If mio = 0, the body is completely 
immobilized to lSt order, and the 2nd order index carries 
no useful information. The 2nd order index is always 
useful for planar grasps involving k = 2,3  fingers, and 
for 3D grasps involving k = 2, ..., 6 fingers. In these 
cases, B is not immobilized to lSt order (mio > 0), but 
may be immobilized to 2nd order. 
The following two propositions discuss important 
properties of mio. The first is its coordinate invariance. 
Let U : Rm + R be a smooth function with a critical 
point at q o ,  Vu(q0) = 0. The Morse  i n d e z  of U at qo is 
the number of negative eigenvalues of D2u(qo). It can 
be shown that the Morse index is coordinate invariant, 
as following lemma states: 
L e m m a  5.4 Let  U : R" + lR be a smooth  m a p ,  let f : 
R" + Rm be a smooth  coordinate t rans format ion  (a 
diffeomorphism) such  tha t  q = f (q), and let C ( q )  = (00  
f ) ( q ) .  There is one-to-one correspondence between 
the  critical points  of U and 5, 
V C ( q o )  = 0 2.f Vn(q0) = 0. 
In addition, the s ign of the eigenvalues of D2u, w h e n  
evaluated a t  a critical point ,  is preserved.  T h a t  is, fqr 
every q E TqoR" there ezis ts  q E TqoR", q = D f (qo)q, 
such  that  
(9) qT [D"(qo)]q = h' [D2C(q0)]h. 
In our case u(q) = dre l (q)  is the relative distance func- 
tion, and V d r e l ( q o )  = 0 at an equilibrium grasp qo. The 
lemma, together with the coordinate invariance of M:o 
(Section 3.1), implies the following invariance property: 
Proposition 5.5 Let  q and ij be two parametri tat ions 
of the  s a m e  c-space, related by q = f ( $ .  Le t  qo and 
qo be the equilibrium Configuration in the  respective 
parametri tat ions.  T h e n  the 2nd order mobility in- 
dex is preserved under  the coordinate t rans format ion  
i.e., m2 = m2- . 
40 Qo 
The following proposition provides a k e y  interpreta- 
t i o n  for the 2nd order index. It is a main contribution 
of this paper. 
Proposition 5.6 Let  q E Mio be a lSt order free m o -  
t i o n  of B at the equilibrium. If Krel(qo,q) > 0 ,  there ex- 
ists 4 such  that  the  path  a(t)  wi th  a(0) = qo ,  &(O) = q ,  
&(O) = q locally lies in the freespace, 
a(t)  E 7 f o r  all t E [ O , E ] ,  f o r  s o m e  E > 0. 
If K ( q 0 , q )  < 0,  any q yields a path  a( t )  that  locally lies 
outside the freespace, 
a( t )  E R" - T f o r  all t E ( O , E ] ,  f o r  s o m e  E > 0. 
Proof: By hypothesis, qo E n;=,S; and q E Mio = 
n;=l T p o S i .  Hence d;(qo) = 0 and 4 I Vdi(q0) for all i. 
The 2nd order expansion of (di o a)@) is thus: 
(di 0 a)@) = f {qT[D2d i (qo ) ]q  + W ( q 0 ) .  q }  t2 ,  
for i = l , . . .  , k .  For convenience, let ai = 
qT [ D 2 4  (q0)lQ. 
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In the first case Ala1 + . . . + X k a k  > 0, and we have to 
show that  there exists q such that  a; + Vd;(qo) + q > 0 
for all i .  Consider the following set of linear equations, 
a 2 + V d 2 . 9 = ~ 2 ,  ... , a k + v d k . q = ~ k ,  
in which 6 is the variable and € 2 ,  ..., e k  are parameters. 
Writing the equations in matrix form gives 
where = ( € 2 ,  . . . , ~ k ) ~  and a' = Let q be 
chosen as a linear combination of%i;'.a:&dk: 
[ Vd2 * * vdk]  q = E' - a', (10) 
q = 1~2Vd2 + . . . + U k v d k  = [Vdz * Vdk] 5, 
where 5 = (u2, ..., bk)T are parameters yet to be deter- 
mined. Substituting for q in Eq. (10) gives 
All the fingers are essential, hence, according to  Lemma 
5.2, (Vd2, ..., v d k )  are linearly independent. This im- 
plies that  the matrix [Vdz . . - VdklTivd2 . ' v d k ]  is in- 
vertible. Thus we may choose d (an therefore q )  such 
that €2, ..., E k  have any desired d u e .  In particular, they 
may have any desired positive value, which implies that  
a q exists such that  
ai + Vdi $ = E; > 0 for i = 2, ..., I C .  (11) 
Last, we show that  for ~i sufficiently small, a1 + Vdl . q 
is positive as well. Since A 1  > 0, we may equivalently 
show that  Xl(a1 + Vdl q )  > 0.  Using Eq. (7), we 
s u b ~ t i t u t e C ; = ~  -XiVdi for XlVdl in Al(al+Vdl.q) > 0, 
[Vdz - VdkIT [ Vd2 * * Vdk] a' = z - a'. 
A1 (a1 + Vdl . q )  = Aiai - X2Vd2 . q  - . . . - X k v d k  * $. 
Substituting for the terms XiVdi . ij for i = 2 , s . .  , k 
according to  (11) gives 
k 
Xl(a1 + Vdl . q )  = 
= Ala1 + 
- Ci=2 X i ( € ;  - ai) 
+ . . . + X k a k  - x f = 2  X i E j  > 0 
for c 2 ,  ..., Ek sufficiently small, since Xlal+. . . + X k U k  > 0 
by hypothesis. 
Consider now the case where Ala1 + . . . + X k a k  < 
0 .  We have to  show that  for all q ,  there exlsts an i ,  
1 5 i 5 I C ,  such that ai + Vdi - q < 0. Suppose to  the 
contrary, that  a q exists such that  ai + Vdi ' q  2 0 for all 
i. Premultiplying each inequality by X i  and then adding 
the resulting inequalities gives Xlal + . . . + X k a k  2 0,  
contradicting the hypothesis. cl 
Prop. 5.6 has the following interpretation. If mio > 
0, then there exists accelerations of €3 such that it can 
break away from the IC fingers. If m:o = 0 (even though 
mio > 0), then there exists NO accelerations of B which 
allow it to break away from the fingers. The object is 
in fact immobile. 
6 Conclusion 
This paper introduced a configuration-space based 
methodology for analyzing the mobility of bodies in 
contact. Mobility can be characterized in this frame- 
work by the properties of curves lying in the free con- 
figuration space. Based on the analysis of these curves, 
we introduced coordinate invariant first and second or- 
der mobility indices, which are integer value functions 
that capture the intrinsic mobility of an object held in 
and equilibrium grasp due to lat and Znd order effects. 
We showed that the lat order index (which is analo- 
gous to  the definition of mobility traditionally applied 
to  closed loop linkages) is determined solely by the num- 
ber of fingers, I C .  Thus, all eneric IC-fingered equilib- 
rium grasps look alike to  la' order. However, Fig. 1 
clearly shows that this is not true. Consequently, rea- 
soning about the mobility of an object at an equilibrium 
grasp using forces and velocities implies too crude an 
approximation. This deficiency motivated the 2nd or- 
der mobility theory developed in this work. We con- 
sider one ramification of this work here, while others 
are discussed in the companion paper. 
4 schematically illustrates the c-space obsta- 
cles corresponding to  the 3-finger grasps of Fig. 1. In 
both cases Mio is a 1-dimensional subspace, so that  
0 5 mio 5 1. However, it can be shown that  mi0 = 1 
for the maximal 3-finger grasp, while mio = 0 for the 
minimal grasp. Indeed, Fig. 4(a) depicts a path a(t)  
that start a t  qo and locally lies in the frees ace. No such 
path emanating from qo exists in Fig. 4pb) (the exact 
c-space picture of Fig. l (b)  is shown in F igs  5 and 6 ) .  
The discriminating nature mio, coupled with the fact 
that  2nd order effects can effectively lower the mobil- 
ity (as predicted by lat order theories) of the object in 
an equilibrium grasp, leads to important applications. 
Consider, for example, exploitation of Znd order effects 
for object immobilization. 
We say that B is completely immobile if its configu- 
ration qo is completely isolated from the freespace by 
c-obstacles. B is immobile to lat order if mio = 0. 
lSt order immobility is sufficient for complete immobil- 
ity of B. Almost all 2D or 3D objects can be held in 
frictionless force-closure grasp (which, it can be shown, 
is equivalent to lat order immobility) by m + 1 con- 
tact points, where m is the c-space dimension. Thus, 4 
contact oints suffice for 2D grasps and 7 for 3D grasps r, 7, 12p Moreover, m + 1 is the smallest possible num- 
er when only the point-contact aspect of the fingers is 
considered. 
However, our 2nd order mobility theory suggests that  
objects can be immobilized with less than m + l  friction- 
less fingers if curvature effects are taken into account. 
We say that an object held in equilibrium grasp is im- 
mobile to  2nd order if m2 = 0. Czyzowicz et. al. [2] 
have shown that  n + 1 frictionless contact points suf- 
fice to completely immobilize almost any n-dimensional 
polygonal shape. In our language, their result can be 
interpreted to say that because of the flatness of the 
polygonal faces, almost any 2D or 3D polygonal object 
can be immobilized to 2nd order by n + 1 frictionless 
point fingers. We can extend this result to  a larger 
class of objects using the theory outlined in this paper. 
Research in progress supports the following two con- 
jectures. If one is free to choose the fingers' point of 
contact, then generic smooth n-dimensional objects can 
be completely immobilized b y  n+ 1 fictionless fingers- 
Fig. 
no 
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Figure 4. (a) 3-finger grasp with mi, = 1 (b) 3-finger grasp 
with mi, = 0 
Figure 5. A portion of the c-space of the minimal 3-fingered 
grasp (Fig. l(b)). The dark lines indicate the location of 
the constant orientation slices shown in the figure below 
i.e., 3 fingers (instead of 4 for force closure) for 2D 
grasps and 4 fingers (instead of 7 for force closure) for 
3D grasps. Furthermore, in many fixturing applications 
it is conceivable that  the surface geometry of the work 
holding fixtures can be chosen. In that, case our the- 
ory indicates that: If one is allowed to choose suitably 
concave finger tips, then generic smooth n-dimensional 
objects can be completely immobilized b y  n frictionless 
fingers. That is, generic 2D objects can be immobilized 
with 2 frictionless fingers, while generic 3D bodies can 
be immobilized with 3 frictionless fingers. This possi- 
bility, to  the best of our knowledge, has never appeared 
in the literature before. 
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